Pressure response to quick volume changes in tetanized isolated ferret hearts.
Observed pressure responses to quick volume changes in the isolated tetanized heart of ferrets were compared with previously reported tension responses to quick length changes in isolated cardiac muscle. Hearts were isolated from ferrets, perfused with ryanodine solution, and stimulated rapidly (50 ms between stimulations) to produce repeated 4-s intervals of tetanus. During each tetanus interval, volume increments of different amplitudes were rapidly removed and then reinfused into the left ventricular chamber. The pressure responses to these volume changes were evaluated for differences between withdrawals and infusions and for dependence on the amplitude of the volume change. It was found for both withdrawal and infusion that the response could be divided into three phases: 1) an immediate phase coincident with volume change, 2) a fast-recovery phase, and 3) a slow-recovery phase. The amplitude of the immediate phase was linearly dependent on the volume change so that a single regression line fit all the data (withdrawal and infusion). The fast recovery phase was 2.5 times faster for infusion than for withdrawal and generated a rebound effect with the pressure going below the initial pressure in the response to infusion. The pressure never went above the initial pressure in the response to withdrawal. The slow-recovery phases in infusion and withdrawal did not differ. These responses in the isolated heart bear striking similarities to tension responses to quick length changes in isolated constantly activated cardiac muscle. We concluded that muscle fiber dynamics were being faithfully transformed to left ventricular (LV) chamber dynamics without appreciable distortion because of the many intervening factors between the wall muscle fiber and the LV chamber.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)